
MASSIVE INTEREST FOR SAS’
“DESTINATION UNKNOWN”
SAS opened the possibility for EuroBonus members to sign up for the recently
introduced flight experience “Destination Unknown” today at 12 noon. Within minutes,
over 1000 members signed up for the chance to embark on this mystery journey.

On April 5, SAS EuroBonus members will meet at Copenhagen Airport ready to board a
mystery trip. The travelers are invited to explore the concept of flying to an unknown
destination and join a unique adventure curated by SAS.

SAS invites EuroBonus members to embark on a mysterious journey between April 5-8, 2024.
This extraordinary SAS experience promises to add additional excitement and adventure to the
trip. The allure of the unknown destination will keep travelers on the edge throughout the flight
until the destination is revealed.

"I am thrilled about this innovative concept, and I am confident that, just like me, a lot of
travelers are excited by the idea of an unknown destination. The prospect of embarking on an
adventurous and mysterious journey with fellow enthusiasts, finding new connections and
friendships along the way, is truly exciting. SAS equals trust and quality and promises our
passengers an adventure that will bring their travel experience to a new level. These are not
just trips; they are extraordinary journeys that will stay with you for a lifetime,” says Paul
Verhagen, EVP & Chief Commercial Officer at SAS.

All seats on the flight are reserved for SAS EuroBonus members and can only be purchased
using EuroBonus points. The Destination Unknown tickets are all so-called biofuel tickets.
Read more about SAS biofuel tickets here: http://www.flysas.com/en/bio/

For more information, please contact:  
 SAS Press Office, phn +46 8 797 2944

SAS, Scandinavia’s leading airline, with main hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, flies to
destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a Scandinavian heritage and sustainability values,
SAS aims to be the driving force in sustainable aviation and in the transition toward net zero
We are continuously reducing our carbon emissions through using more sustainable aviation fuel,
investing in new fuel-efficient aircraft and technology innovation together with partners – thereby
contributing towards the industry target of net zero CO2 emissions by 2050. In addition to flight
ns, SAS offers ground handling services, technical maintenance and air cargo services. SAS is a
founding member of the Star Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines offers a wide network
worldwide. 

http://www.flysas.com/en/bio/

